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ABSTRACT
Starting from an entry in the recent German Energy
Plus Renovation competition (EPA --- EnergyPlus im
Altbau 2012), the paper presents the design tools
used to assess the project's energy consumption at
competition stage. It further elaborates on the
potential of such tools to support design decisions in
allowing the consistent exploration of the influence
on performance of a particular design component.
The EPA competition asked participants to elaborate
a renovation concept for a social housing building
and to transform it into an “Energy Plus” building, a
building producing more energy averaged over the
year than its own consumption.
To achieve such energy standards, focus is put in
design components contributing to performance as
well as architectural value. The paper focuses on
glazed buffer space additions on the facade providing
energy gains in winter, reducing insulation needs on
the existing facade and increasing usable space in
summer.
By combining an open source parametric scripting
engine in interaction with EnergyPlus, a full multizone thermal model including airflow network is
easily defined, refined and transformed by the
designers themselves. The use of such tools at the
competition stage demonstrates the ability to support
early design decision making. It allows to determine
the parameters that constitute a functioning buffer
space both in terms of usage and thermal efficiency.
The parametric scripting approach allows an order of
magnitude in simulation runs supporting broader
exploration of the design space without sacrificing
modeling accuracy.
This research is part of a general effort in developing,
in parallel, a set of design tools and a catalogue of
design components addressing the energy spending
of the existing building fabric, with the prospect to
apply it to new projects.

constructional properties, such as material, zoninglayouts, orientation and surface to volume ratio (lowtech), on the other hand through active conditioning
with the aid of additional building technology (high
tech) (Gauzin-Müller 2012).
While focusing on the low-tech approach, it is
necessary for the described architectural and
constructional properties to respond to specific
climate conditions. In contrast to building
technologies, the strong impact of those properties on
the overall performance and thermal behaviour of a
building is quite complex to understand and hard to
predict. Extensive building performance simulations
(BPS) become necessary. With the progress of the
design phase and the consolidation of design ideas, it
is increasingly difficult to include identified
improvements regarding thermal behaviour in the
project. This requires considering BPS very early in
the design phase – when essential geometrical or
material decisions are not made yet and can still be
adapted to simulation insights. As frequently
acknowledged (Hensen 2004, McElroy 2009),
decisions taken during the early design phase can
dramatically influence the performance of the
building projected.
The EPA Competition Proposal
The goal of the EPA competition was the
development of a renovation concept for a 1930s
two-floor social row housing building in Neu-Ulm
(Germany), with the aim to transform it into a
building that produces in average over the year more
energy than it consumes (figure 1).
To increase usable space, the attic was transformed
into a third apartment floor, enlarging the total heated
living space to 390 square meters. Raising parts of
the roof provided supplementary living space,

INTRODUCTION
In the context of generating comfortable climatic
indoor conditions, one can distinguish two main
strategies for achieving the adjustments between
exterior factors and interior requirements. On the one
hand primarily through passive architectural and
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Figure 1 Street view of existing building (left) and
competition proposal (right)
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improved the natural lighting condition and enabled
the use of the roof surface for solar energy gains
through photovoltaic cells and solar heat. An
additional glazed unheated buffer space on the north
façade to the backyard, also containing the new
staircase, provides energy gains during winter,
reduces insulation needs and increases the usable
space in summer (figure 2, figure 7).

Programming Interface (API)) that provide interfaces
to several expert-level BPS software.

Figure 3 Framework ANAR+ with graphical
representation of multi-zone model for simulation

Figure 2 Architectural strategies included changes to
the roof and additional buffer space (right)
In the competition, the context did not allow to
increase building volume on the south side. Being not
evident at first thought, the advantage of a buffer
space on the north side was quantitatively assessed
through simulations. Exploring parameter space
through Sensitivity Analysis techniques during
competition phase displayed consistent advantage.
The paper will explore the limits of these findings.

METHODS
In order to implement the efforts towards a
performance-based exploration of early design
alternatives and non-standard climatic strategies, an
approach based on generating form through code
instructions is used. Designers can create geometry
and parametrically modify it in real-time. Design
Variations and alternative solutions can easily be
explored and their performance tested, as this context
allows the use of code instructions for the definition
of material properties and in-depth input needed by
expert-level BPS. These tools can be used from the
earliest design steps and can provide performance
feedback throughout the entire design process,
enabling to detect key parameters and instantly react
to it.
Anar +
To achieve the desired characteristics, the proposed
method makes use of the prototype framework part
of ANAR+, an open source parametric scripting tool
used in architectural design studios (LaBelle et al.
2009, 2010). Implemented as a library extension to
the popular coding framework Processing.org, the
framework allows geometry definition through
JAVA object-oriented language instructions. The
graphical user interface allows continuous alteration
of parameters through sliders (as in Lagios et al.
2010), whereas topological transformations must
happen through code modifications.
This geometric framework is extended by defining
sets of higher level functions (e.g. an Application

This combination allows one to modify
parametrically the geometry and run corresponding
thermal, solar gains and airflow analysis. In this way
it becomes possible systematically to explore the
influence of parameters on different design
alternatives as often required in early design stage.
This is done through automatic production of
simulation input from the geometric description
annotated with physical information in a fashion
similar to (Lagios et al. 2010, Toth et al. 2012).
Given the source code availability, such an interface
can be extended to access the full capability of the
underlying BPS, addressing needs from non-experts
up to advanced users.
Results may either be graphically represented or fed
back to the parametric script for performance-based
form modification or for design-specific custom
visualization, building on the strength of the
Processing.org project.
Building Performance Simulation Tools
In the present paper the framework is used for its
capacity to interface to EnergyPlus. This simulation
software is used for thermal and airflow analysis. To
avoid complex input and thus be relevant for the
early design stage, it is made use of the provided
ideal HVAC systems to model heating energy
demands, as well as minimal outside air supply.
Internal gains such as users, lighting or electrical
equipment are modelled. This software also provides
crude daylighting computations, which have an effect
on lighting electric consumption.
To test the possibility of natural ventilation to
achieve energy-free cooling, the ability of
EnergyPlus to model airflow is available without
additional input.
Performance Assessment
Simulation results usually are returned in form of
temperature or energy demand time-series graphs,
separately for each zone. This kind of detailed ‘raw’
data is hard to compare and analyse, especially when
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considering the intended large number of simulated
design versions.
Within the proposed scripting environment, it is
possible to process the gained results further, in order
to determine and compare the performance of design
alternatives. Depending on the design topology, the
considered performance definition as well as
optimization intentions, individual calculations have
to be conducted in order to draw project-specific
conclusions.
Processed results then can be visualized to support
the designer in taking design decisions. Alternatively,
they can be fed back to the parametric model. That
way, a performance-based design adaptation can be
automated.
This paper is part of a general effort to develop those
methods and previous work already applies the
described methodology and analyses its technical
implementation and applicability [Nembrini et al.
2012]. Following the same approach, conducted case
studies [Nembrini et al. 2011] have been examining
design parameters like window to wall ratios and the
general impact of unheated glazed buffer zones – like
applied in the work of Lacaton & Vassal [Ruby
2009].
In contrast to previous, more technical examinations
of the described approach, this paper emphasizes its
actual application for taking architectural design
decisions during early design stages. It addresses
more design- and performance-related issues of
possible design alternatives, such as geometric
properties or orientation. A conducted case study,
based on a made proposal for an actual design
competition,
purposefully
explores
detailed
characteristics of an attached unheated buffer space
regarding performance benefits.

The possibility to harvest solar energy was an
important part of the EPA-competition proposal and
had significant influence on the design of the changes
made to the roof, which was to provide sufficient
area facing south. Thus four different roof variants as
strategies to deal with different building orientations
are compared and the influence on the performance
of the building in combination with additional buffer
space is analyzed.
The case study building consists of three floors with
two apartments on each floor, each apartment with
windows to the street and windows to the backyard,
where the buffer space can be applied. Exterior walls
are made of masonry with exterior insulation (Uvalues front 0.14 W/(m2·K), back 0.18 W/(m2·K)),
windows have triple layer glazing (U-value 0.7
W/(m2·K)), slabs and insulated roof are wood
constructions (U-value roof 0.12 W/(m2·K)), the
buffer glazing consists of polycarbonate twin wall
sheets (U-value 2.6 W/(m2·K)).
The parametric simulation model is built entirely
through code instructions and consists of 12 zones
within the insulated building area (4 zones for each
floor with 2 zones per apartment, one facing to the
street and one to the backyard) as well as three zones
for the uninsulated buffer space, one for each floor,
and one zone for the uninsulated basement. With the
scripting approach, building parameters like buffer
depth and roof variants as well as definitions of
material properties for simulation and control of BPS
runs are easily refined and can be subsequently
changed and analyzed (figure 4).

EXPERIMENT
Case Study
In order to investigate the buffer space as a passive
architectural building component and usable thermal
insulation in a more general way, a case study is
considered, using the existing competition project as
starting point and constraint. With the idea of
applying buffer space in other renovation project of
similar typology, a series of simulations analyze the
influence of the orientation of the facade where the
additional buffer space is located in combination with
varying depths of the buffer. As reference, simple
balconies without glazing but with the same depths,
providing
shading,
are
simulated.
The potential of the buffer space is to protect from
outside weather fluctuations while allowing rapid
heating through solar radiation in winter. Similar to a
balcony, the usability of such space depends mainly
on the climate conditions. To avoid overheating, it
can be fully opened in summer. Aiming for passive
approaches, only natural ventilation is considered.

Figure 4 Zone models for simulation with roof
variants top left to bottom right: Var1-front down
buffer up, Var2-front up buffer down, Var3-Front
and buffer up, Var4-front and buffer in middle
To investigate the benefits of the space and the
amount of usable time, different variants are
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comparedd in terms of comfort
c
frequeencies and eneergy
consumpttion. Followinng ISO standaard 7730, com
mfort
frequencyy is defined as the amou
unt of hours in a
yearly simulation in which
w
the zo
one is withinn the
dicted mean vote
range [−00.5;+0.5] (claass B) of pred
(PMV) ass defined by Fanger.
F
This PMV
P
is compputed
using the same metaboolic rate and cllothing adaptaation
T metabolic rate
for heatedd and non-heaated spaces. The
is ISO ””sedentary acttivity” (1.2 met)
m
and clothhing
within [[0.3, 1.0] clo,
c
Energy consumptionn is
computedd in kWh/m2.
Experim
mental setup
Each sim
mulation is runn over the wh
hole year for a set
of modifiied parameter values to study their influeence
on therm
mal behaviour. Close-by buiildings and m
major
vegetation are modeleed and consid
dered for shadding
calculatioons onto the faacade.
Weather data is providded by Deutsccher Wetterdieenst.
r
13 is uused
The test reference yeaar (TRY) of region
Ulm, the location
l
of the
and inccludes Neu-U
competitiion site. It is based on the data providedd by
the repreesenting statioon Muehldorff (WMO num
mber
10875, pperiod 1988 – 2007). Th
he data has bbeen
adapted to the elevationn of Neu-Ulm
m.
Each zonne includes users
u
represen
nting 4 occuppants
per flat, w
which have an
a activity lev
vel between 700 W
(when sleeeping) to 1000 W in the in
nterior zones and
up to 1220 W in thee buffer zonees. As additiional
internal ggain a generral lighting iss defined witth a
consumpttion of 2 W/m
m2 and the lum
minous efficaccy of
fluorescent bulbs.

Sim
mulations
Forr an investigation of possiblle effects resulting from
chaanges in the slo
ope of the rooof, four differeent roof
variiants are considered (figuree 1). Each rooff variant
is simulated with
h additional buuffer space of depth
m, 1.5m., 2.5m
m, and 3.5m ffor 8 orientatio
ons
0.5m
(N,N
NW,W,SW,S,SE,E,NE). A
As reference caase, the
sam
me simulationss are run with the glazing of the
bufffer space alwaays open, resuulting in simplle
balcconies. An additional variannt without any
y
balcconies is simu
ulated (buffer ddepth = 0.1m and
bufffer glazing alw
ways open). Inn total 288 diffferent
variiants are simu
ulated.

SIM
MULATION
N RESULT
TS
Roo
of variants co
omparison
To reveal effectss of the roof vvariants on the building
perfformance, th
hey are com
mpared regarrding the
aveerage of the yearly
y
comfoort hours of all heated
zon
nes and the ad
dditional bufffer zones (fig
gure 5), as
welll as their meean total yearl
rly energy con
nsumption
per square meterr (figure 6) frrom all the sim
mulations.
Figure 5 shows the gain of average comfort hours
wheen buffer spaace is added,, even if the unheated
bufffer zones aree included in the calculatio
on. As no
sign
nificant diffeerences are evident betw
ween roof
variiants, only on
ne variant (vaar1) is kept for
f further
anaalysis.

General electrical equipment
with
e
iss assumed w
additionaal 2 W/m2 connstantly throug
ghout the yearr.
The provvided ideal HV
VAC system of EnergyPluus is
scheduledd to heat whenn the temperaature of the heeated
space droops below 20° Celsius, forr the buffer sppace
heating iis scheduled below -30 °C,
° and thereefore
doesn’t ooccur.
As an addditional leveel of inquiry, airflow netw
work
modelingg is used to assess
a
the pottential of a ggiven
variant for passivee cooling. The parame
metric
work
frameworrk automaticaally produces airflow netw
parameters and topoloogy for therm
mal co-simulaation
with EnerrgyPlus (Henssen 1999).

Figure
F
5 Totall mean comforrt hours for ea
ach roof
varriant: Withoutt buffer (black)
k), with buffer but hours
of buffer zones not
n included (w
(white), with buffer
b
and
hours off buffer zones iincluded (greyy)

Ventilatioon is scheduleed to vent ab
bove 24 °C inn the
heated areas throughouut the year. Fo
or the buffer sppace
n spring and fall
the ventiing schedule is varied. In
venting is scheduledd above 24 °C. To avvoid
s
aboove overheatiing, venting inn summer is scheduled
30 °C, eeffectively leaaving the bufffer space alw
ways
open. In order to maxximize solar gains, ventinng is
C in winter.
scheduledd above 55 °C
The use of movable shading
s
elemeents for winddows
and buffeer space is assumed, if outside temperattures
reach 26 °C.

ng and
Figure 6 Eneergy consumpttion for heatin
eleectricity without and with buuffer for each roof var.
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Orientation and buffer depth comparison
Performance inquiry and comparison of design
variants are simplified through script based post
processing of the simulation results. For comparison
of multiple design parameters, values for the total
amount of hours with comfortable temperatures
according to ISO 7730 are generated. For the case
study three zones of the first floor are chosen for
evaluation (figure 7).
additional
unheated buffer

1st floor
buffer
back

heated volume

1st floor A

1st floor B

front

Figure 7 Section showing heated Volume, location of
buffer space and analyzed Zones (1st floor buffer,
1st floor A, 1st floor B)
In order to visualize the influence of the buffer within
the whole parameter space, the total amount of
comfort hours are compared. Figure 8 shows the
amount of comfort hours (starting at 1800h/year) as
the radius of concentric circles for different zones
and optional additional buffer in relation to
orientation and buffer depth. In that way it is possible
to have an overview of all variants and to compare
their behavior regarding design parameters. It is
clearly visible that additional buffer space increases
the total amount of hours in the zone “1st floor A” for
all variants within the defined comfort range. The
biggest impact exists when buffer space is oriented
toward south, with the impact decreasing with the
orientation changing towards north. Regarding buffer
depth, the biggest gain of comfort hours is observable
for the depth of 1.5m and 2.5m. The even deeper
variant of 3.5m performs slightly worse, the least
gain is identifiable for the smallest depth of 0.5m.
The amount of comfort hours in the zone “1st floor
buffer” is obviously smaller than in the heated zone,
but shows the same behavior regarding influence of
orientation. Regarding the influence of buffer depth,
the smallest variant of 0.5m shows bigger impact
compared to its impact on “1st floor A”.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of all variants
regarding yearly energy consumption for heating and
electricity. For all variants the additional buffer
decreases the energy consumption for heating. The
best results regarding design parameters are visible
for buffer oriented south and with buffer depth 0.5 m.

Figure 8 Total amount of comfortable hours in
relation to orientation and buffer depth for 1st floor
zone A without buffer, zone A with buffer, zone buffer
The grey circles indicate the amount of total yearly
hours (8760h), starting at 1800h (center points)
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Figure 9 Yearly energy consumption in relation to
orientation and buffer depth
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Temperaature frequen
ncies
With the overview proovided by thee visualizationns of
larger paarts of the parrameter spacee, specific deesign
parameter combinationns can be com
mpared and deesign
decisionss can be assisteed.
Yet, morre detailed information about
a
variantss of
interest can be helpful to understand
u
ttheir
performan
ance. Temperature frequ
uencies for any
thermal zones, toggether with frequencies of
g to ISO 7730,, can
comfortabble temperatuures according
be autom
matically createed.
Figure 100 and 11 show
w how hours, that
t are withinn the
comfortabble range, inccrease in the zones “1st ffloor
A” and “1st floor B” with
w additionall buffer space..

It is recognizaable how thhe temperatu
ure range
ntaining comffortable hourss is widened when the
con
bufffer is added. The temperatture frequenciies for the
zon
ne “1st floor bu
uffer” (figure 11) are shifteed towards
high
her temperatures with an accumulation of
com
mfortable hourrs around 20--25 °C compaared to the
outside temperaature (figure 10 zone “1st
“
floor
outside”).
As it can be diffficult to deteect differences between
variiants, a subtraaction of the ttemperature frrequencies
and
d frequencies of comfort hhours helps to
o discover
how
w much a varriant better peerforms over the other
and
d in which tem
mperature rangges these imprrovements
are located (figurre 12).

Figure 110 Temperatuure frequenciess together witth frequenciess of comfortable temperaturres for three zo
ones (1st
floor outsidee, 1st floor A, 1st floor B) – without buffeer, orientation south, balconny depth 1.5m

Figure 111 Temperatuure frequenciess together witth frequenciess of comfortable temperaturres for three zo
ones (1st
floor buffeer, 1st floor A, 1st floor B) – with buffer, orientation so
outh, balcony depth 1.5m

Figure 12 Comparisoon of figure 10
0 and figure 111: difference between additional buffer ((positive when
n larger)
and
a without buuffer (negativve when largerr)
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DISCUSSION
As this research is part of a general effort in
developing, in parallel, a set of design tools and a
catalogue of design components addressing the
energy spending of the existing building fabric,
simulation results clarify component performance as
well as contributing to the assessment of deployed
design tools.
Design component buffer space
The investigated design parameters of the additional
buffer space (orientation and buffer depth) are, at
least for existing buildings, not very flexible and
might also be constricted by building law. For
project-specific inquiry a number of additional and
potentially more flexible parameters as materiality,
variation of shape and usage should be considered.
As an unheated interior space, it might for example
contain shared circulation and public stairs,
decreasing the heated volume of the building. Here
also lies an architectonical potential for a spatial
quality that is not easily quantifiable and beyond the
scope of this research.
For further research, a wide range of building
typologies and usage of existing and new
constructions should be considered, as three story
row-housing apartment buildings are a common
typology, but by far not the only one.
For the comfort assessment of buffer space more
flexibility for clothing and activity level for the PMV
calculation might be considered, or a different and
more suited comfort definition could be used.
Design tools
By providing a simplified but extensible entry point
into readily available, validated and open-source
BPS, requirements for non-expert users to experts are
consistent within a single framework. Designers are
able to explore impacts of innovative and nonstandard strategies for low-energy building design,
not limited by commonly established building
systems.
The current role definition between BPS expert and
designer is questioned as designers can take part in
analyzing and using information provided by BPS
tools to steer design decisions. These tools can help
to raise their understanding of the physics involved in
sustainable construction.
Since this research is focused on investigating design
concepts, it is based solely on computer simulations.
Further research could be done regarding on-site
monitoring of implemented built structure.

CONCLUSION

renovation concept for a 1930s two-floor social row
housing building. Still the impact of such building
component depends on and varies with different
basic conditions such as orientation and buffer depth.
The presented framework provides an interface
between parametric scripting and BPS tools and
makes investigation of variants easy through
parametric modifications and automatic generation of
simulation input data. It demonstrates the potential of
parametric scripting combined with automated
visualization of simulation results to define and
analyze early design variants.
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The case study shows that an additional unheated
glazed buffer space is generally beneficial in terms of
energy consumption and comfort hours for the
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